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Key Things You Heard

 – Statistics on pornography.

 – You have a very real and powerful enemy.

 – Dragged away and enticed.

 – God’s desire is for us to be sanctified.

 – Resist, safeguard, and confess sin.

Pray

Heavenly Father, to flee sexual immorality of any kind, we need you. We need the presence 
and the power of the Holy Spirit working in our lives. Through the Holy Spirit, kill this sin at 
its root, and empower the actions I am taking to see myself become more like you. In Jesus’ 
name, amen.

Questions for Conversation

Icebreaker: Which camp would you be in? The camp that thinks people know pornography is 
wrong or the camp that believes people don’t see anything wrong with it?

 – Read John 10:10. “Pick any area of your life, and Satan is trying to steal, kill, or destroy 
you.” This is a powerful statement with far-reaching consequences. In what areas of 
your life have you seen this truth play out? Do you take this verse seriously or go with 
the flow?

 – Read James 1:13-14. In the original language, dragged away means to be compelled 
by an inner desire. Enticed, in Greek, is a bait to lure prey from safety to capture 
and death. Do these words describe what happened to you as you think through 
temptations in your life, whatever they may be? Why is it important to know that this 
is the process Satan uses?

 – Read James 1:15. What do you think it means, for the non-believer, “…sin, when it is 
fully grown gives birth to death?” What do you think it means for the believer? (Leader: 
For the non-believer, the result of sin is eternal separation from God. For the believer, 
it is the deadly consequence of sin. Something dies. A relationship, a reputation, trust, 
etc.)
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Prayer Focus

Pray for Yousif Ayoub Hussein Ali. He was arrested in Sudan for preaching to a group of 
Muslims. This takes tremendous courage. Sudan is the 10th most dangerous place in the 
world to be a Christian.

Questions for Conversation

 – Read 1 Thessalonians 4:1-8. Spend some time discussing our responsibility regarding 
avoiding sexual immorality.

 – Read 1 Thessalonians 4:8 and Romans 8:13. What is the connection, and why is it 
important to remember this?


